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An update from Simply Sheepish

Thank you!
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Encouragingly, our sheep and cards have been
travelling the length and breadth of the
country this past month. This has led to all
sorts of geographical crossovers, from
Wensleydales in Lancashire, to Leicesters in
Yorkshire and some lovely stories too. One
particularly nice comment came from a
customer who had come across us and
discovered her mum’s favourite sheep in
felting kit form. What is even more perfect is
that felting is her mum’s favourite hobby! We
had another gift order for a Devon & Cornwall
Longwool (actually headed for Devon itself).
Ramona (the sheep) was going to be
transformed into a Grey Faced Dartmoor (a
very similar breed and an equally cute sheep)
so extra grey was requested for her muzzle.
Christmas cards have been popular too. There
was a brief period where giant Christmas trees
(somehow they just kept growing) were being
produced but thankfully this was rectified with
a template. It’s easy to lose perspective after
your sixth tree of the day…
Perhaps particular thanks to everyone who has
bought from us closer to home. We really
appreciate the support and its nice getting kits
and cards ready for friends just around the
corner or down the road.

As an added bonus, and a project to come back to after
Christmas, we’re planning to create a series of ‘Felt Quick’ online
tutorials. Each will be a timelapse video with an accompanying
commentary. We had planned to attach a full demo video with
this newsletter, however technology failed us this time and we
only ended up with 11secs of footage (which translates to about
10mins in real time – I was blissfully unaware and dutifully felted
away until Lois the Herdwick #2 was created). Nevertheless, what
we did get proves timelapse works quite effectively and we
made the most of our clip to put a mini-demo together (with an
comedic alternative conceded to the Shepherd in return for his
editing, so two very short videos in all – one with captions…). I
actually wasn’t too sad when we realised we didn’t have the full
recording. Poor Lois rolled off the cushion on my knee and onto
the floor several times during the take so there would’ve been
strange shots of the top of my head as I searched for her at my
feet. It’s ok though, no sheep were harmed in the making of this
video! ; )

Coming Soon!
(hopefully)

Yours sheepishly,
Emily.
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